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LETTERS TO EDITOR

I really appreciate this attempt 
called Skilling India by IASC 
SSC as it acts as a platform 
where we get to learn so 
much about Instrumentation, 
Automation, Surviellience and 
Communication Sectors. It also 
helps us keep updated about 
all the news and happenings 
related to skills around the 
world.

– H.P. Singh
President, Ultratech Cement

IASC SSC has facilitated us with a world of real 

facts and figures of Skill Development through its 

monthly print output Skilling India and also makes 

us acquainted with hard work put in by various 

organisations that are working towards making 

India Skill Capital of the world. I feel great honour 

to get associated with the team of IASC SSC.
– M.S.Dadu

Colorjet Group

So many untold stories get 
disclosed through the medium 
of Skilling India Magazine. As 
the month starts, I always wait 
for the next issue to arrive and 
get myself acquianted with so 
much new stuff. Thank you for 
making me a part of Skilling 
India family

– R.K. Bansal
MD, Uniline  Energy Limited

for sharing your views please write to us at : chairman@iascsectorskillcouncil.in
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Among the engineering 
or technical professions, 
instrumentation and control 

(I & C)/automation is niche and 
multidisciplinary. Competencies in 
various domains and continuous 
learning are required to be successful 
as an instrumentation & control/
automation professional. 

ISA defines Automation as 
“the creation and application 
of technology to monitor 
and control the production 
and delivery of products and 
services.” Automation profession 
includes “everyone involved in 
the creation and application of 
technology to monitor and control 
the production and delivery of 
products and services”; and the 
automation professional as “any 
individual involved in the creation 
and application of technology 
to monitor and control the 
production and delivery of 
products and services.”

Demand for automation 
workforce 

Every manufacturing industry, be 
it continuous process such as oil 
& gas and refining, batch process 
such as pharmaceuticals and food 
& beverage, or discrete such as 
automotive, needs automation 

“It is essential for Indian 
society to develop a 

conciousness towards 
‘Dignity of Labour’”

Competencies Required
AUTOMATION WORKFORCE

engineers and technicians. It is 
inconceivable to think of any modern 
manufacturing facility without 
automation. An industrial company 

has to manage various critical 
activities with function-focused 
groups and automation is one 
among them. The automation group 
may have subgroups that work on 
calibration and testing, maintenance, 
plant safety, installation and 
commissioning, and such others.   

Apart from manufacturing 
companies, automation supplier 
companies, engineering and project 
consultant firms, system integrators 
also employ I & C professionals 
to perform tasks relating to sales 
and marketing, customer support, 
research and development, control 
software development, application 
and systems engineering, enterprise 
integration, installation and 
commissioning, and such others. 
Yet another emerging discipline 
is the cyber security. Industrial 
cyber security challenges are 
increasing  day by day and soon I 
& C companies and manufacturing 
companies operating in the critical 
infrastructure industries will have 
to establish special groups that will 
focus on cyber-security issues. 

Automation professionals also 
work at various levels; engineers, 
managers, departmental heads.  
The skill sets, experience profiles, 
functional responsibilities expected 
from them would therefore cover a 
very broad spectrum.  While at the 

By Rajabahadur V. Arcot
Independent Industry Analyst/columnist  
and Automation Consultant 
rajabahadurav@gmail.com

– Narendra Modi
Prime Minister of India
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entry level, the industry needs may be 
met by fresh graduates coming out 
of engineering colleges or technical 
institutes, but at the other levels, the 
industry needs people with multiple 
skills and many years of varied 
experience.  To move up the career, 
automation professionals need to 
acquire competencies in I&C project-
management, excellent domain 
knowledge, executive management 
capabilities, information technology 
skills, and such others so that 
they can perform widely varying 
executive roles as they move up the 
organizational ladder. 

Many reports indicate that I & C 
engineers are in great demand that 
is spread across industry verticals. 
While automation may not rank 
among the highest paid, it is one 
among the well paid and rewarding 
professions and good career 
opportunities exist for those having 
appropriate knowledge, skills and 
competencies.  

Automation Competency 
Model provides framework 
for workforce development 

The Automation Federation (AF) 
and the U.S. Department of Labor 
have developed a competency model 
for automation-professionals that 
look at the required competencies. 
While typically a competency model 
describes the abilities, knowledge, 
and skills required to perform well 
in an occupation, the automation 
competency model (ACM) is 
specific to the competencies that 
automation professionals need for 
successfully performing the tasks 
required in automation careers. 
Competency is the capability to 
apply a set of related knowledge, 
skills, and abilities to successfully 
perform functions or tasks in a 
defined work setting. 

ACM comprehensively 
classifies the competency 
requirements from various 
perspectives, such as 
personal effectiveness, 
academic, workplace, 
industry sector, automation 
technology, occupational, 
management, and others. 
Within each competency 
tier, the model identifies 
the required skills. For 

example, ACM identifies reading, 
writing, mathematics, science, 
communication (listening and 
speaking), critical and analytic 
thinking, and computer knowledge 
as essential skills from the academic 
competency standpoint. ACM 
identifies skills required from the 
automation profession standpoint 
as automation fundamentals, 
measurement and actuators, 
controls, communications, 
integration, & software, process & 
equipment safety and sustainability.  

The state-of-the-art automation 
systems, such as the distributed 
control systems, programmable 
logic controllers, supervisory 
control and data acquisition 
systems involve networking of 
sensors, transmitters, controllers, 
actuators, operator display-
stations, and such others. While 
currently most of these automation 
systems are microprocessor 
based, some of the plants still 
use pneumatic and electronic  
control  systems. Therefore, the 
essential competencies required for 
automation professionals include 
automation fundamentals covering 
various types of sensors and 
transmitters, basic and advanced 
automatic control principles, signals 
and communication protocols, 
control systems architectures, 
knowledge regarding the controlled 
process and its safety, and such 

others. Information technology is 
the foundation on which all state-
of-the-art control systems rests and 
therefore it is crucial for automation 
professional to have sound working 
knowledge of the information 
technology. Additionally, automation 
systems no longer work in isolation. 
The trend is towards shop floor 
to top floor integration and this 
necessitates control systems to be 
connected to enterprise solutions. 
In recent times, control systems 
have come under cyber-attacks. The 
security concerns are coming to the 
center stage. Automation engineers 
soon will have to grapple with cyber 
security issues and professionals 
with cyber skills are in great demand. 

ACM can immensely help 
companies develop their work 
force, assist academic and training 
institutions to update their 
curricula to better prepare the 
technology workforce, and prepare 
those interested in pursuing job 
opportunities in the automation 
profession. The ACM provides a 
common collaborative platform to 
all the stakeholders - automation 
professionals, academia and other 
skill development institutions, 
and industry – to engage in 
collaborative discussions.  ACM 
is a great framework to develop 
skilled workforce and by adopting 
it, educational curricula and 
professional development, training 
and certification programs will 
immensely benefit.   

However, according to the 
article “Automation Profession 
Outperforms Economy” published 
in automation.com some times 
back, which looks at competencies 
from the automation professionals’ 
perspectives, the three major 
missing skills of new automation 
professionals are understanding 
of the automated processes, 
business acumen, and basic 
engineering principles in the 
descending order of importance. 
The other skills, which 
automation professionals seem 
to be missing, include ability 
to program/configure PLCs, 
knowledge relating to safety, 
security, and enterprise 
integration, electrical controls 
design, and network and 
communication protocols.  
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Labor Market Information System (LMIS) is an 
information system that connects all stakeholders 
in the ecosystem of skilled workforce generation 

and gainful employment. It is designed for efficient 
discovery and fulfillment of services relating to skills 
acquisition, training, assessment and certification, job 
postings, employment, apprenticeships, career growth 
and career tracking. It helps in generating hard data for 
management and planning.

The employment related statistics (labour market 
information) in the country is currently derived from 
a number of different sources, including surveys and 
administrative data of the government agencies as well 
as private sector sources. These sources in general are 
not synchronized and complete - as a result the currency 
of data cannot be assured. The generated data primarily 
caters to the needs of a few stakeholders who commission 
the development of such information. A requirement was 
therefore felt by NSDC to evolve an optimal LMIS which 
takes into account the concerns of all stakeholders, as 
articulated in the NSDC Concept Paper (Fig 1) on LMIS. 
NSDC conceptualized a comprehensive  LMIS system 
(Concept paper on LMIS – An Indian Perspective, Jul 
2011) encompassing the various government agencies, 
the Sector Skill Councils, the industry, the Training and 
Assessment agencies, the workers and other agencies. 
It is a futuristic system, as shown in Figure 1, in which 
each Sector Skill Council (SSC) would develop its own 
LMIS and integrate it with the national LMIS for two way 
exchange of information and statistics.

Labor Market Information System
for IASC SSC

The above framework depends heavily on 
standardization of data elements, classification systems 
and methodologies to provide comparable information 
among different geographies, sectors and skill councils. 
The range of information that the stakeholders are 
looking for with respect to the labour market includes: 
•	 Employment/unemployment	rate	(Sector,	sub-sector	

specific), 
•	 Demographics	 (Location,	 Age,	 Working	 Population,	

Education	level	etc.),
•	 Employment	 information	by	sector/industry,	 regions	

etc., 

Figure 1. Conceptual LMIS Framework (Source NSDC)

By Ashok Bhattacharya
Technical Advisor, Instrumentation Automation Surveillance & Communication  
Sector Skill Council
ashok@iascsectorskillcouncil.in
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•	 Policy	Information,	
•	 Types	of	Schemes	running	for	the	unemployed,	
•	 Various	Government	vacancies,	
•	 Various	Grants	for	Self	employed,	
•	 Key	Economic	variables	and	Statistical	figures,	
•	 Job	seekers	profile,	
•	 Previous	employment	information,	
•	 Educational	qualifications,	
•	 Existing	 Skill	 sets,	 Membership	 of	 Professional	

institutions, 
•	 Training	Programmes	attended,	
•	 Supply/	Demand	information	and	corresponding	gap	

analysis, 
•	 Explicating	the	employment	trends	in	terms	of	sectors,	

regions and industries, 
•	 Form	 and	 structure	 of	 unemployment/	

under-employment, 
•	 Employment	trends	in	sector,	regions	etc.,	
•	 Trends	in	wages	by	sectors,	regions.	

Needless to say, the type of information sought is vast 
and any real system would require time to collect these 
from transactions carried out in the ecosystem. The data 
generated would be proportional to the usage of the 
system by the stakeholders. Hence it is important to keep 
the stakeholders in the loop from the very beginning and 
to design the system so that they find it easy to use and 
also see concrete values accruing from the usage.

IASC -SSC has taken a lead to develop this information 
system for its sector on a priority basis so that the system 
is available to its key stakeholders from the day one.

The Stakeholders for the IASC-LMIS 
•	 Job	Seekers
•	 Training	Partners	&	Assessors
•	 Employers
•	 Public
•	 Government	&	Other	Agencies

•	 What	 are	 the	 Courses	 -	 where	 are	 these	 running,	
when?

•	 How	do	I	get	Certified?
•	 What	are	the	job	posting	for	my	skills?
•	 What	are	the	career	options	for	me?
•	 What	are	the	Government	schemes	for	skill	training?

Employers want to
•	 Post	 Job	 openings	 with	 Qualification	 Pack	 (QP)	

references.
•	 Know	who	are	the	candidates	with	certified	skills	 for	

job vacancies? 
•	 Know	who	are	available	for	posted	jobs?
•	 Know	who	have	applied	against	job	postings?
•	 Know	who	are	available	for	Apprenticeships?
•	 Know	 who	 are	 interested	 in	 Training	 Coerces/

Projects?
•	 Share	employment	data	and	statistics.

Training Partners want to
•	 Publish	Training	Calendars	 for	Courses	 for	 specified	

QPs	at	different	locations.
•	 Announce	programs	for	skilling	and	placement.
•	 Help	candidates	select	the	right	training	courses.
•	 Register	candidates	for	the	courses.
•	 Know	about	candidates	suited	for	training	courses.
•	 Announce	upcoming	events.
•	 Share	training	data	and	statistics.
•	 Provide	career	guidance/counseling	to	candidates.

Public wants to know about
•	 Skilling	–	what	it	means	and	leads	do?
•	 Job	market	opportunities	&	trends.
•	 Government	and	other	schemes	related	to	skilling.
•	 Statistics	of	employment.	
•	 Events	in	their	geography.

Government Agencies want to
•	 Know	about	statistics	in	the	IASC	sector.
•	 Candidates	who	took	trainings	for	specific	job	roles.
•	 Candidates	who	certified	for	specific	job	roles.
•	 Number	of	certified	candidates.
•	 Number	of	Placements.
•	 Supply	demand	gap.
•	 Share	data	about	other	sectors.
•	 Inform	about	programs,	schemes,	policies...

IASC SSC Provides
•	 List	of	approved	Qualification	Packs	(QP).
•	 Curriculum	for	training	courses	for	QPs.
•	 Lab	requirements	for	training.
•	 Accreditation	of	Training	Partners	and	Assessors.
•	 List	of	accredited	Training	and	Assessment	Partners.
•	 Course	content	for	specific	programs.
•	 Certification	of	Candidates	for	different	QPs.
•	 Statistics	for	the	IASC	sector.
•	 Candidates	who	certified	for	specific	job	roles.
•	 Total	number	of	certified	candidates.
•	 Number	of	Placements	in	different	segments.
•	 Supply	demand	gap	in	IASC	sector.
•	 Announcement	 of	 programs,	 schemes,	 events,	

policies, etc.

Figure 2. Stakeholders for the IASC-LMIS

The interest of various stakeholders are quite different 
and can be summarized as follows:

Job Seekers want to know
•	 What	are	the	Job	Roles	for	which	there	is	demand?	
•	 What	are	the	skills	needed	for	these	jobs?
•	 Do	I	have	these	skills?
•	 How	can	I	get	these	skills?	
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Structure of the IASC-LMIS
The IASC-LMIS facilitates the needs of the stakeholders 

in the Instrumentation, Automation, Surveillance and 
Communication sector through customized views of the 
LMIS Portal. This will generate the primary data that will 
in future enable deriving of useful trends and statistics 
meaningful for the LMIS. The user views are:

1. Jobseeker Portal: 
•	 Enables	 the	 job	 seekers	 to	 register	 on	 the	 portal,	

create profile and update, to see job openings posted 
by employers and apply for these.

•	 To	see	the	demand	for	various	job	roles	in	the	industry	
sectors and sub sectors, at different locations. 

•	 To	learn	about	job	roles	that	map	to	their	qualifications,	
experience, skill sets and aspirations.

•	 To	find	 skill	 sets	 that	 is	 needed	 for	 their	 desired	 job	
roles.

•	 To	find	vocational	trainings	and	certification	programs	
suiting their job needs.

•	 To	 discover	 various	 government	 schemes	 and	
programs related to skill development.

•	 Mobile	support	through	‘Apps’.
•	 FAQs,	query,	industry	news	and	event.

2. Employer Portal
•	 Enables	the	employers	to	register	on	the	portal,	create	

profile and update, post job openings, training and 
apprenticeship opportunities. 

•	 To	 see	 job	 seekers	 available	 by	 job	 roles,	 skill	 sets,	
certifications, locations and other 
parameters.

•	 Provides	 data	 on	 periodic	 and	 event	
basis, about their workforce, skills, 
compensation, demand (current and 
future), attrition and other parameters. 
This is a crucial data mandated by 
NSDC for the LMIS, as it helps to 
create an industry view of supply and 
demand patterns and trends and help 
the planners at different levels to make 
realistic programs. 

•	 Provides	 information	 about	
current and upcoming training 
programs, certification programs, 
apprenticeships, events, job fairs and 
other information of interest for the job 
seekers and training partners. 

3. Public Portal
•	 Effectively	 disseminates	 relevant	 and	

current information to all citizens, 
businesses, education, governmental officials and 
other users. 

•	 Acts	 as	 a	 resource	 for	 the	 public,	 businesses,	
education, and intermediaries for more effective job 
creation and employment, education, workplace, 
and economic development, planning and decisions 
making.

•	 Supported	by	reports,	FAQs,	industry	news	and	event.

4. Partner Portal
•	 Provides	visibility	to	Training	Partners	and	Assessors	

involved in skill development and enable them to 
register, create and update profiles, post information 
about their programs, events and certification results.

•	 Provides	 an	 interactive	 platform	 for	 the	 job	 seekers	
and training providers to get clarifications about 
different aspects of skill development.

•	 Provides	Skill	Assessment	Tests	and	Counseling.
•	 Provides	data	and	forecasts	about	skill	requirements	

and skilling activities in various sub sectors and 
geographies and inform the public about how they are 
fulfilling these. 

•	 Intermediaries,	 including	 labour	 market	 analysts,	
counselors, and career facilitators can enroll to 
support	customers’	use	of	labour	market	information.	
Many users will require some degree of support from 
counselors and career facilitators. 

5. Integration Portal
•	 Provides	interfaces	for	uploading	and	downloading	of	

data, statistics, document and reports as visualized in 
figure 1 of the conceptual design.

•	 Provides	interfaces	for	standardization	of	information,	
data, analysis and policies.

Conceptual Architecture of IASC-LMIS
The implementation of IASC-LMIS would have the 

architecture shown in fig.3
 The council has undertaken the development of the 

LMIS Portal in-house. The portal is under beta testing 
and will be rolled out for end users in synchronization 
with the training and assessment activities.

References
•	 http://www.nsdc.org/
•	 http://www.lmis.gov.in/
•	 http://www.iascsectorskillcouncil.in/	

Figure 3. LMIS Architecture
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In a recent survey conducted by 
HSBC, it was concluded that India 
has registered a greater growth 

than China in terms of mobile phone 
users and the growth of Smartphone 
users in the world. The mobile phone 
revolution took the world by storm 
and changed the way people did 
their day to day activities. Looking 
at the data, you will find that there 
is an enormous growth of people 
who now use the smartphones to do 
most of the work. There are many 

The Tipping Point for 
India’s Job Market!4G

applications that can be used by 
the users for different purposes that 
allow them to use the internet in a 
much better way.

The global growth of the 
Smartphone users has changed 
the complete job scenario. Various 
applications are now being 
developed that has made job search 
a really easy process and the best 
part is that they are available for 
free to download. Recruiters have 
started using smartphones and 

apps in different ways to hire new 
workforce as well. Thanks to the 
proliferation of Internet-connected 

Ms. Neeti Sharma
Sr. Vice President 
TeamLease Services Ltd. 
neeti@teamlease.com
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“The Smartphone revolution is under-hyped, 

more people have access to phones than 

access to running water. We’ve never had 

anything like this before since the beginning 

of the planet.”

This wave of digitalization has made the 

Smartphones available at very affordable 

price. Now you have access to 4G enabled 

smart phones for as low as 2000 rupees and 

this has made various things very easy for 

consumers and people alike.

Smartphone, job seekers can now 
take their job search on the road 
and be immediately notified of the 
results their efforts are bringing. 
These applications also allow you 
to search the jobs according to your 
experience, preference, and location 
and this allows you to get the job to 
your liking. A Smartphone powered 
by the Android mobile operating 
system can be transformed into a 
powerful job hunting device with the 
right applications. If you are going to 
combine the additional benefits like 
multi-lingual facilities, registration, 
video interviews, job matches etc 
then you will be able to land yourself 
the job you have always looked 
for. From resume writing tools to 
interview tips and from networking 
to organizing, the following Android 
apps will help you get the job you 
deserve.

This wave of digitalization has 
made the Smartphones available 
at very affordable price. Now you 
have access to 4G enabled smart 
phones for as low as 2000 rupees 
and this has made various things 
very easy for consumers and people 
alike. You can save a lot of time by 
sifting through opportunities while 
on-the-go and flagging the ones that 
merit an application. You can then 
craft the perfect cover letter and 
tweak your resume appropriately 
when you’re in front of a computer. 
The employment exchanges needs 
to be arranged in a proper manner 
where all the data can be used in a 
way that helps the youth to get hold 
of the jobs that they have registered 
with them by the employers. Many 
positions allow you to begin the 
application process by passing along 
your profile. In fact, with the app you 
can save the position for later or tap 

an icon to “like” the position, which 
immediately sends an alert to the 
hiring manager with your profile. This 
is really helpful for lots of graduates 
looking for the jobs.

Here are few major benefits of 
Smartphone users for seeking jobs:

x Skype allows the candidates even 
from the remotest locations of 
the country to give the interviews 
without going to the locations 
that are situated far off. This 
allows them to take active part 
in the recruitment process 
where they could use the help 
of the applications... This is 
really beneficial for the people 
who cannot afford to go to the 
interview location and they can 
give the interview sitting at home.

x The applications for social 
networking sites like Facebook 
and LinkedIn are also available 
using which the jobseekers 
can connect to the world of 
opportunities in much better 
manner. Using these apps on your 
Smartphone to do the research 
will help you reach out for the 
potential openings and thus you 

can manage your connections 
well. Your contact can provide 
valuable insight in to the company, 
helping you determine if the job is 
worth an application. 

x The apps of job portals deliver 
tailored matches based on your 
profile, experience, and career 
goals. The listings refresh every 
time you open these apps, 
ensuring you’re looking at the 
newest job posts.

x Handling the bulk load of 
paper resumes along with the 
management of many candidates 
have now become the thing of 
past and the job seekers now 
can scroll, apply, and register for 
the job using the Smartphone. 
The applications can organise, 
uncover, and administer data 
throughout your job hunt. 
Wouldn’t it be helpful to make a 
note or set a memo? 

With the government enabling 
National Career portal where all job 
seeker and employer requirements 
are registered, the scale of using 
internet based technology in India is 
going to be very high in the near future. 

As Marc Andreessen says “The 
Smartphone revolution is under-
hyped, more people have access 
to phones than access to running 
water. We’ve never had anything like 
this before since the beginning of the 
planet.”

Technology has changed the 
way people have connected with 
each other and thanks to the new 
innovations, the youth is getting 
benefitted in the right manner and 
this is going to help a lot on the 
nation’s development. 

– Marc Andreessen
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“I call upon a nation to take a pledge to make India  
the Skill Capital of the World” 

AND THE WAY FORWARD…
SKILLS - 2016

By Suhani Nagpal Vyas
COPY EDITOR, IASC SSC
suhani17.vyas@gmail.com

– Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India
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This is how it all began and 
gain momentum - to rebuilt, 
reinvent and reenergize India! 

India has gradually evolved as a 
knowledge-based economy due to 
the abundance of capable, flexible 
and qualified human capital. However, 
there is a need to further develop and 
empower the human capital to ensure 
the country’s global competitiveness. 
Currently it is estimated that only 
2.3% of the workforce in India has 
undergone formal skill training as 
compared to 68% in the UK, 75% 
in Germany, 52% in USA, 80% in 
Japan and 96% in South Korea. Large 
sections of the educated workforce 
have little or no job skills, making them 
largely unemployable. Therefore, 
India must focus on scaling up skill 
training efforts to meet the demands 

of employers and drive economic 
growth.

Last year, during this time India 
had experienced a new dawn! There 
were hopes, there was a vision and 
there were plans of India’s tryst 
with destiny. In his historic speech 
at New York’s famous Madison 
Square, Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi shared the power behind India 
- the 3Ds (Demography, Democracy 
& Demand) and impressed not only 
the strong gathering of 20,000 
Indian-American diaspora but 
revolutionized the thoughts of 
millions of Indians across the world. 

In this era of knowledge based 
economy, skilled and employment 
ready manpower is utmost 
important. There are various 
initiatives which have been launched 

- Skill India to hone skilled power, 
career centers to connect the dots in 
the employment zone, Make in India 
to create entrepreneurial capabilities 
& generate more employment 
facilities, jobs etc. But the future 
depends on how successfully we are 
able to implement them.

As Steve Jobs rightly said
“A lot of times people don’t know 
what they want until you show it to 
them.”

This article is going to highlight 
the various initiatives taken by the 
government, the challenges and the 
impact on economic growth. 

The journey of initiatives started 
with special focus on ‘Make in India’.

Make in India is one of the most popular initiatives 
and the one that started the change in perception of 
the world towards India. With this happening, more and 
more organisations would get attracted to establish their 
manufacturing bases in India, which in turn will help in 
job creation.

Though it is an aspirational project and a lot needs to 
be done for it to make a real impact, there have been few 
immediate results:
1) The Surging FDI-Foreign direct investment between 

October and May was up 40% to $23.7 billion from the 
same period a year earlier. Net investments by foreign 
institutional investors, or the money coming through 
financial markets in the fiscal year ended March 31, 
are roughly seven times as much as in the prior year.

2) Industrial production started warming up. As per the 
official data, India’s industrial production raised an 
average 2.7% during period from October,2015 to 
May, 2016. 

India Starts Up 
While Make in India is making grounds for the foreign 

investors, Start-up India is helping people and startups 
to diversify, establish and initiate. The Indian startup 
ecosystem is rapidly maturing driven by an extremely 
young and diverse entrepreneurial landscape. We have 
about 12 million graduates joining workforce every year. 
In order to provide job opportunities to all of them, it is 

important to have an engine for generating new jobs. 
Startup India will help in achieving this. And as per the 
NASSCOM reports,India is The Fastest Growing and 3rd 
Largest Start-Up Ecosystem Globally and the Startups 
if nurtured are going to change the Indian business and 
jobs landscape.
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 National Career Service, a model initiative which 
focuses on connecting all existing employment centers as 
well as in creating one of a kind of an online employment 
exchange board has been launched this year. With a budget 
allocation of INR 100 Cr., NCS is expected to act as a one-
stop platform for both employees and employers and the 
registration can be done online. Government has already 
initiated talks to include 900,000 privately registered 

companies into the portal. Applicants would be required 
to link their Aadhaar Card with the account to filter out 
genuine applicants and companies who are registering 
as employers need to submit their registration papers for 
authentication. Currently, 2 Cr. job seekers are already 
on-board and as the database increases, NCS will directly 
benefit 4.48 crore job seekers who are already registered 
across 959 employment exchanges nationwide. 

In order to be at par with the global word, each 
and everyone in this internet era, from startups and 
manufacturers to students, innovators, academicians, 
creative talents to socio-politico scientists etc, should be 
aware of the various advantages digital world provides. 
Digital India initiative to transform the nation into digitally 
empowered society gained further momentum and 
progress for e-Governance and would promote inclusive 
growth that covers electronic services, products, devices, 
manufacturing and job opportunities. Digital infrastructure 
will focus on providing high speed secure Internet. 
Governance and services on demand will stress on 

integrating services across departments and jurisdictions 
and making services available in real time for both online 
and mobile platform. Digital empowerment of citizens will 
lay emphasis on universal digital literacy and availability of 
digital resources/services in Indian languages. Today, we 
notice subtle changes. The Construction, Retail, Education, 
Hospitality and all other industrial sectors including 
Government segments have slowly and surely becoming 
hitech and paperless. Information has become more 
accessible and transparent. On top of it all, creation of this 
level of digital infrastructure would create jobs, which will 
contribute in overall growth of the economy.

To help in the smooth functioning 
of these initiatives, the government 
has tried to increase ease of business. 
India has moved to rank 134 from 142 
position among 189 countries in World 
Bank’s ease of doing business sector. 

World Bank earlier had mentioned 
that India is a difficult place to do 
business and that the country needs 
various reforms to improve its ranking in 
the global ‘Doing Business Index’. Various 
initiatives by the government has led to 
this improvement These are:
1. Minimum capital requirement: 
India removed the minimum capital 
requirement to start a new business 
in the country. This is a paid-in 
process that was earlier needed to 
commence a new business portal.
2. Certificate to start business 
operations: India eliminated the need 
for a certificate to start a new business 
which applies both to Delhi and Mumbai.
3. Single application form for new 

companies: Companies need not 
go through a series of paperwork to 
start a new business, only a single 
application form is enough. The 
process of streamlining operations 
to start a new business in the country 
has been made more user-friendly 
and easy.
4. Online registrations: India 
replaced physical stamp to file taxes 
with the online version in 2010. Now, 
value added tax can be registered 
online and even tax identification 
numbers (TIN), can be obtained 
through online procedure.
5. Electricity connection: Getting 
an electricity connection has 
become easier and simpler in India. 
In Mumbai and Delhi, the time 
required to connect to electricity 
has been reduced and the internal 
process and coordination has also 
been improved.
6. Construction permits: Getting 

permits for construction has 
become easier in India. Now, the 
country ranks 183 in dealing with 
construction permits.
7. Interest rates: Lowering interest 
rates on larger loans is also one of 
the sectors where India has improved 
largely which helps cut the cost of 
credit through a faster process. In 
Reserve Bank of India’s bi-monthly 
policy, Governor, Raghuram Rajan 
cut repo rate by 50 basis points. This 
further led state-run banks such as 
State Bank of India, IDBI Bank, Axis 
Bank, Andhra Bank and other banks 
to cut their lending rates which have 
made loans cheaper in the country.

The World Bank report also stated 
that India has become more efficient 
in business regulation. 10 years ago it 
took 127 days to start a new business 
in India; but now it takes just 29 days.

MATCHMAKING SKILLS WITH JOBS
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SKILLING INDIA 

Skilling India aims to provide skill training to about 120 
lakh youth in the country, within a small span of time. The 
vision is to undertake skill development at an enhanced 
scale with a view to make India ‘Human Resource Capital’ 
of the world. This is perhaps India’s first integrated 
scheme for developing Skills.

The New Skills policy 
The objective of the National Policy on Skill Development 
and Entrepreneurship is to meet the challenge of skilling 
at scale with speed and standard (quality). It aims to 
provide an umbrella framework to all skilling activities 
being carried out within the country, to align them to 
common standards and link the skilling with demand 
centers. Between now and 2025, over 250 million young 
people are estimated to enter the Indian workforce, while 
only 5% of youth aged 20-24 have obtained vocational 
skills through a formal training system. Many students 
drop out of the formal educational system unaware of the 
alternative educational and employment opportunities 
available. These students often settle in rural areas 
and engage in daily wage work, and are not privy to the 
industry growth evident in urban areas. The national 
policy is expected to provide clarity and coherence on 
how skill development efforts across the country can be 
aligned within the existing institutional arrangements. 
This policy will link skills development to improved 
employability and productivity. The National Skill 
Development Corporation provides skill development 
funding either as loans or equity, and supports financial 
incentives to select private sector initiatives to improve 
financial viability through tax breaks etc.

The vision of 2020 is taking shape as the focus 
has shifted towards both job generation and skill 
development.

India has the advantage of the “demographic dividend”, 
which can be cultivated to build a skilled workforce in the 
near future. This demographic advantage is predicted 
to last only until 2040. India therefore has a very narrow 
time frame to harness its demographic dividend, to 
overcome its skill shortages and to change the public 
perception about Skilling. 

Even today, Skilling is perceived as the last resort 
meant for those who have not been able to progress in 
the formal academic system. This mental block has only 
increased the gap between what the industry requires 
and what is currently available.

 An important aspect that has remained untouched 

till now is that of internship/apprenticeship. Data shows 
that countries which have a well-defined internship/ 
apprenticeship plan have better employment 
percentages. If we want to derive maximum benefits of 
the demographic dividend, it is necessary to encourage 
internship/apprenticeship related initiative for students.

With the amendment of the Apprenticeship Act, 
employers can now engage up to 10% of its total 
workforce as apprentices. The number of apprentices in 
the country has increased from 2.70 lakh to 3.10 lakh in 
FY2015-16, which is 15% higher as compared to FY 2014-
15. National Apprenticeship Promotion Scheme (NAPS) 
was also notified on August 19, 2016 to equip 50,000 
apprentices during 2016-2022.

The Government of India has adopted skill 
development as a national priority over the next 10 
years. The Eleventh Five-Year Plan has a detailed road- 
map for skill development in India and favours the 
formation of Skill Development Missions, both at the 
State and National levels, to create such an institutional 

India should walk on her 
own shadow - we must 

have our own development 
model.

– APJ Abdul Kalam

THIS YEAR WAS DEDICATED TO 
THE QUALITY OF SKILLS TRAINING 
RATHER THAN THE QUANTITY OF THE 
TRAINED WORKFORCE.
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base for skill development in India at the national level, 
a “Coordinated Action on Skill Development” with 
three-tier institutional structure consisting of the PM’s 
National Council on Skill Development, the National 
Skill Development Coordination Board (NSDCB) and 
the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) was 
created. The most important initiative in last 12 months 
was to create a stand alone “Skills Ministry” headed by 
energetic and forward looking Minister, Mr. Rajiv Pratap 
Rudy. 

“I am happy that after one and half years at least in 
the space of skills ecosystem that we have been able to 
give the language for skills which is not being recognized 
so far.  We expect from state governments and partners 
from the industries and also expect from the people who 
have huge infrastructure system and who understands 
the language of skills”, said Mr. Rajiv Pratap Rudy.

The Ministry is responsible for co-ordination of all 
skill development efforts across the country, matching 
of demand and supply of skilled manpower, building 
the vocational and technical training framework, skill 

up-gradation, building of new skills and innovative 
thinking for jobs.

One of the key interventions to create training 
capacity is facilitating private sector participation in skill 
development. National Skill Development Corporation 
(NSDC), a one of its kind Public Private Partnership, was 
created in 2008 with the following pillars:
•	 Create: Catalyze creation of large, quality vocational 

training institutions.
•	 Fund:	 Reduce risk by providing patent capital, 

Including grants and equity. 
•	 Enable: Creation and sustainability of support 

systems required for skill development.
Talking about the advent of NSDC and the role of 

Sector Skill councils, Mr. Rohit Nandan, IAS, Secretary, 
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, 
Government of Indiaonce acclaimed,

“The creation of NSDC can be called to be a 
landmark in the history of Indian skilling. It was a very 
bold experiment. The government decided to have an 
organization in which the government has a minority 
49% of shares and has handed over the leadership to the 
private sector… In the part of this mandate, the SSCs were 
also created,…  to act as a bridge between the training 
system & the consumer, that is the industry. They were 
supposed to represent industry; alligiate manpower; set 
the standards of training; to decide where, when, who & 
by whom the trainings will be conducted and how it will 
be certified.”

National Skill Development Corporation has facilitated 
setting up of Sector Skill Councils (SSC) across 40 
sectors and having representation from Industry 
Members, Industry Associations, Business Leaders, 
Training providers and Government bodies. SSCs have 
been tasked with the job of defining the entire skill 
map for their sectors as well as National Occupation 
Standards and Qualification Packs which detail out the 
roles, responsibilities, knowledge and skill requirements 
for all trades in a sector. 

Till date, NSDC has 267 training partners and 4381 
training centres across the country, which have been 
able to train 62,69,327 people out of which 26,16,554 
have been placed successfully.

NSDC also launched an advocacy campaign called 
“Hunar Hai to Kadar Hai” which means “With Skills 
Comes Respect” to generate awareness about skill 
development programs and to break the social stigma 
towards blue-collar jobs among youth.

Under UDAAN, a special industry initiative to enhance 
the employability in the state of J&K, the number of 
candidates trained has become 3 times more; from 3062 
in May 2014 to 10,810 in May 2016.

Another major milestone step was the introduction 
of the scheme for revitalizing the landscape of Industrial 
Training Institutes (ITI’s) across the nation, that envisages 
up-gradation of an existing Government ITI in a State to 
Model ITI through Institute Management Committees 
(IMC’s) with a representative as chairperson from 
Industry. The scheme was approved in December 2014 
for a total cost of INR 300 crore. Implementation period is 
for 3 years with a funding pattern 70:30 between Center 
and States. For North Eastern states, the funding pattern 

– Rajiv Pratap Rudy
Minister of State (Independent 

Charge) for Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship

I am happy that after one and 
half years at least in the space 

of skills ecosystem that we have 
been able to give the language 

for skills which is not being 
recognized so far.  We expect 
from state governments and 
partners from the industries 

and also expect from the people 
who have huge infrastructure 

system and who understands the 
language of skills
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is 90:10 between Center and States.  The number of ITIs 
in the country has increased from 10,750 in May 2014 to 
over 13,105 in May 2016. More than 1141 new ITIs have 
been added and 1.73 lakh seats have been increased in 
the last one year.

In an endeavor to create a conducive socio-cultural 

and economic environment for women, several initiatives 
have been taken to further strengthen the ecosystem. 
30% of all the seats are reserved in all Government 
and Private ITIs for courses for women candidates 
which includes girls as well. 5 new RVTIs for women 
in skill development have been established during FY 
2015-16 and 3are to be opened in FY 2016-17. NSDC 
training partners have trained a total of 1,55,236 women 
candidates across India, of which 54,456 have been 
placed as on October 31, 2016.

The Ministry of Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship (MSDE) launched its flagship scheme 
on entrepreneurship education and training in November 
2016. The scheme spans over five years (2016-17 to 
2020-21) with a project outlay of INR 499.94 crore, and 

will provide entrepreneurship education and training to 
over 7 lakh students in 5 years through 3050 Institutes. 
The institutes under the PM’s YUVA Yojana include 2200 
Institutes of Higher Learning (colleges, universities, 
and premier institutes), 300 schools, 500 ITIs and 
50 Entrepreneurship Development Centers, through 
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).

NSDC is also committed towards promoting 
innovations in the skill value chain through an innovation 
fund and an innovation challenge. The efforts of NSDC 
to build an ecosystem around the demand and supply 
side of skills through interventions of advocacy, 
capacity creation, standards and quality assurance, 
and an evidence base through research has given the 
government a robust foundation to realize the untapped 
potential of youth in India.

The need of the hour thus is to synergize the efforts and 
resources to provide a feasible platform for vocational 
education and skill development. The ideal way forward 
will be to seek partnerships that will strengthen the 
process of quality and inclusive education. To sum it 
up, an impressive start has been made by introducing 
these initiatives, keeping skilling and job on center stage, 
but the goal can only be achieved by staying on the 
track and making sure that all these plans are executed 
successfully.

We hope that as we move on to the implementation of 
the new initiatives declared by the Government, we will 
be able to keep up with the challenging demands of both 
supply & demand sides and take the country in the right 
direction for the tryst with destiny in 2020.  

– Rohit Nandan, IAS,  
Secretary, Ministry of Skill 

Development & Entrepreneurship 
Government of India

The creation of NSDC can be 
called to be a landmark in the 

history of Indian skilling. It was 
a very bold experiment. The 
government decided to have 
an organization in which the 

government has a minority 49% 
of shares and has handed over 
the leadership to the private 

sector… In the part of this 
mandate, the SSCs were also 
created,…  to act as a bridge 
between the training system 
& the consumer, that is the 

industry. They were supposed 
to represent industry; alligiate 

manpower; set the standards of 
training; to decide where, when, 
who& by whom the trainings will 
be conducted and how it will be 

certified.
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Bathymetric surveys are 
increasingly becoming an 
integral part of the hydraulic 

studies that has to be performed on 
a regular basis. Detailed bathymetry 
data is useful in estimating zones 
of sediment aggradation and 
degradation in rivers and reservoirs 
(with implications to reservoir 
sustainability), tracking channel and 
bar migration, and for setup and 
calibration of numerical models. 
Numerical models of river hydraulics, 
sediment transport, and vegetation 
growth and mortality are used to 
predict river conditions over a range 

HYDROSURVEYOR ENABLES 
RAPID RESERVOIR 

SURVEYS 

of flows. These models depend on 
accurate channel bathymetry and 
flow velocity data.

Using modern acoustic depth-
sounding instruments and GPS 
equipment mounted to a floating raft, 
a small team of hydraulic engineers 
can map the bathymetry of 50 or 
more river miles in a matter of days. 
The newest generation of acoustic 
Doppler current profilers like Sontek 
HydroSurveyor ADCP, has up to five 
acoustic beams acquiring spatially 
distributed samples of water 
depth, thus greatly increasing the 
resolution and quality of the data 

without any increased man-hours 
in the field. After the field data-
acquisition process is complete, 
post-processing and integration of 
data is necessary in order to glean 
physically-relevant information. 
The process of relating ADCP data 
to data from the GPS receiver is 
unnecessarily time-consuming. This 
process is commonly performed 
using GIS tools, and requires 
approximately a day of processing 
time per day of field data-acquisition 
for typical bathymetric studies.

But with the modern technology, 
simple sediment surveys can be 

By Rajiv Bhatia
Xylem Analytics South-Asia
Rajiv.Bhatia@Xyleminc.com 
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completed in a fraction of the time 
required using these older methods 
and with a higher degree of accuracy. 
The new SonTek HydroSurveyor 
along with an integrated RTK GPS 
mounted all on a floating platform 
along with the Hypack Survey tool 
and the Castaway CTD is a complete 
package for the Sedimentation 
surveys.

Reservoir capacity survey along 
with the inflow data is essential 
for having more representative 
evaluations of the rate of siltation 
for updating the area-capacity 
relationship and to provide reliable 
criteria for studying the consequence 
of the annual loss of storage over a 
certain period of time with particular 
reference to decline of investment 
benefits in the form of irrigation 
potential, power generation, flood 
abortion capacity and water supply 
for domestic and industrial use.

Survey Method
The conventional method of 
conducting sedimentation surveys 
in the reservoirs involves the use 
of conventional equipment’s e.g. 
theodolite, plane table, sextant, 
range finders, sounding rods, echo-
sounder and slow moving boat etc. 
Later with the advanced system 
such as the DGPS for the Positioning 
System, Echo Sounder for the Depth 
Measuring Units and a computer 
system for Plotting the data assisted 
the survey to be carried out in an 
efficient manner. A boat equipped 
with the bathymetric equipment, 
the GPS system mounted on board 
and a lap-top computer is used 
for bathymetric survey while its 
reference station is positioned in a 
known geographical benchmark.

Now with the advanced SonTek 

Hydro Surveyor M9 – not only 
bathymetry data can be collected but 
also the full water column velocity 
mapping data is collected. The 
HydroSurveyor is built around user-
friendly software, with automatic 
data gridding and interpolation. 
Full water column velocity mapping 
combined with SonTek’s exclusive 
5-beam depth sounding and acoustic 
bottom tracking (for boat positioning 
when GPS is lost) provides a reliable, 
complete survey solution within a 
single package.

The HydroSurveyor is an  “all in one” 
survey solution. The transducers, 
echosounder, processing electronics,  
and compass/tilt sensor are all in 
one integrated hardware unitwith 
integrated firmware and PC software. 
SonTek also provides an integrated 
RTK GPS option along with the 
HydroSurveyor, HydroSurveyor also 
gives water column velocity and 
SOG (speed over ground). With the 
HydroSurveyor both bottom tracking 
as well as GPS are used for tracking. 
The system references all water 
velocity data to bottom-tracking only 
and it references all boat position 
data to GPS only. Position data is 
used to calculate the boat’s track 
and speed over ground. If GPS is lost 
(e.g. when going under a bridge), the 
system will automatically switch to 
using bottom-tracking for position 
as well, until GPS is recovered.

The Hydro-Surveyor
The HydroSurveyor is a system 
designed to collect bathymetric, 
water column velocity profile, and 
acoustic bottom tracking data as 
part of a hydrographic survey. The 
two key components of the system 
are the HydroSurveyor Acoustic 
Doppler Profiler (ADP®) platform, 

and the powerful, yet user-friendly, 
data collection software. With the 
HydroSurveyor platform, SonTek 
is able to offer an exclusive 5-beam 
depth sounding device, with built-
in navigation, full water column 
velocity (currents) profiling, full 
compensation for speed of sound 
(with the CastAway-CTD), and 
integrated positioning solution.

The HydroSurveyor is a highly 
sophisticated system which includes 
5-beam depth sounding, water 
velocity profiling and navigation 
capabilities. When mounted in the 
ARC boat, the HydroSurveyor scans 
the reservoir as it is guided across 
the water’s surface.Recorded data 
is then analyzed by HydroSurveyor 
software to produce accurate 
depth measurement in addition 
to bathymetry maps of the entire 
water body. With a small amount 
of post-processing in GIS or 3-D 
CAD, an accurate water volume 
can be determined. ARC-Boat 
is a remote controlled boat that 
was developed by HR Wallingford 
and employs SonTek-proprietary 
Acoustic Doppler Profiler (ADP®) 
technology. There are several other 
remote controlled boat package 
available for the HydroSurveyor. The 
Hydrosurveyor can also be deployed 
on a user supplied motor boat.

As the regulatory requirement to 
assess United Kingdom reservoirs 
and lakes expands to include smaller 
bodies of water, SonTek’s new 
HydroSurveyor system has been 
configured into a remote control 
boat so that hydrometric data can be 
obtained quickly, simply, safely and 
accurately.

Craig Goff, a reservoir Supervising 
Panel Engineer and dam specialist 
at HR Wallingford has used the ARC-
Boat in a trial project to assess five 
reservoirs and said,

“this new method offers 
tremendous advantages over 
traditional manned boat techniques 
because it is faster, safer, more 
environmentally friendly and involves 
fewer staff and resources. All of this 
combines to mean that it saves a 
great deal of time and money. This is 
particularly important because the 
Flood and Water Management Act 
2010 will necessitate the volumetric 
assessment of many water bodies 
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that have previously been below the 
threshold and therefore outside of 
the ambit of the Reservoirs Act 1975.”

Reservoir Regulations 
As a result of residential and industrial 
development in recent decades, the 
levels of risk associated with many 
UK reservoirs has changed, and the 
Flood and Water Management Act 
2010 has amended the Reservoirs 
Act 1975 to bring a more risk-based 
approach to reservoir regulation.
The 2010 Act seeks to achieve this 
by:
1. reducing the capacity at which a 

reservoir will be regulated, from 
25,000m3 to 10,000m3 ;

2. requiring all Undertakers with 
reservoirs over 10,000m3 to 
register their reservoirs with the 
Environment Agency; 

3. ensuring that only those reservoirs 
assessed as high risk are subject 
to full regulation.
The reservoir sections of the 

2010 Act are dependent upon the 
development of secondary legislation 
which is likely to specify the reservoir 
capacity above which water bodies 
will be regulated. Regardless, the 
Flood and Water Management Act 
2010 has clearly generated an urgent 
need for reservoir assessment and 
the application of HydroSurveyor for 
reservoir bathymetry is promising.

Data Management 
Nick Martin, a SonTek Application 
Specialist at Xylem Analytics UK 
said,

“the HydroSurveyor is unique 
because it is the only product on the 
market that is able to make realtime 
corrections for thermoclines, saline 
stratification and the effects of boat 
pitch and roll.”

User-friendly software provides 
a central recording and processing 
platform that enables users to 
develop bathymetric maps, using 
properly gridded data points - a 
function that is automated and fully 
embedded in the software.

“Another one of the great 
advantages of the HydroSurveyor 
is its seamless integration with the 
CastAway-CTD for sound speed 
compensation of depth and current 
data. When used together, the data 
are interpolated in space and time 
to ensure high quality surveys” said 
Martin.

In addition to the smaller reservoirs 
that will have to be surveyed, larger 
reservoirs will be able to take 
advantage of the new technology 
to assist in operations such as the 
creation of sedimentation models. 
These models inform strategies to 
prevent capacity depletion and to 
extend the lives of reservoirs through 
flushing, excavation, dredging etc. 
Similarly, ARC-Boat surveys can 
be employed around submerged 
hydropower or draw off pipe intakes 
to assess sedimentation levels – 
a vitally important role because 
sediment can seriously damage 
turbines, or influence operation of 
scour pipes or water supply draw off 
pipes from reservoirs.

As a result of the Flood and Water 
Management Act 2010, the owners 
of small reservoirs will need to prove 
whether their water bodies are 
affected by the amended Reservoirs 
Act 1975, by determining an accurate 
volume figure for their reservoirs. 
Typically, this will include landowners, 
farmers and organizations such as 
the National Trust. However, the 
development of the ARC-Boat with 
the HydroSurveyor system means 
that such work is now faster, safer 
and significantly lower in cost. This is 
good news for the owners of smaller 
reservoirs for whom any survey cost 
is a new cost. 

As a result of 
residential 

and 
industrial 

development 
in recent 

decades, the 
levels of risk 
associated 

with 
many UK 
reservoirs 

has changed
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India’s domestic broadcasting 
scene, like that of most of the 
other countries of the world, 

had remained dominated by 
Amplitude Modulation (AM), the 
only perceptible difference between 
India and some of the countries 
being extensive use of tropical 
shortwave broadcasting in India 
to ad & supplement the efforts of 
Medium Wave. Notwithstanding the 
fact that Frequency Modulation (FM) 
came on the world scene in 1993, 
its introduction was considerably 
delayed in India largely because of 
abundance of available high power 
MW assignments. Not that the 
Indian Broadcasting authorities 
were oblivious of the advantages 
of FM, plagued as they were, like 
others, from the problem of night 
time shrinkage on Medium Wave, but 
somehow every time its introduction 
was considered to take care of this 
shrinkage, up-gradation of MW 
transmitters got the precedence. It 
was only during the late eighties that 
it was decided to introduce it on large 
scale and a beginning was made by 
planning 100 FM transmitters for AIR 
network in 7th Five Year Plan which 
was followed up by more transmitters 
in subsequent Five Year Plans. 

By B.P. Srivastava
Senior Advisor
Broadcast Engineering Consultants India Ltd
bpsrivastava@becil.com

Creation of Common Transmission  
Infrastructures For

MULTI-CHANNEL FM BROADCASTING

The efforts of All India Radio 
alone were however, not considered 
enough for making the presence 
of FM felt throughout the country. 
In order, therefore, to hasten its 
development, the Government of 
India decided in 1999 to invite private 
participation to supplement and 
complement the efforts of All India 
Radio and launched the first phase 
of Private FM broadcasting which 
was followed by its second phase 

in 2005. While only 21 channels got 
operationalized in Phase-I, it acted 
as a catalytic agent for further 
growth, Phase-II  was thereafter a 
great success wherein 242 channels, 
spread over 87 cities, have been 
brought on air in less than two years’ 
time.  The secret of this success 
had been three fold viz. mandatory 
co-location of all the transmitters 
within a city, mandating the use 
of readily available Prasad Bharati 
land and towers infrastructure 
and fixing the integrator right in 
the beginning itself. Broadcast 
Engineering Consultants India Ltd. 
(BECIL), a Public Sector Undertaking 
under the Ministry of Information & 
Broadcasting was thus named as the 
integrator for bringing up Common 
Transmission Infrastructures (CTIs) 
in 87 cities in a fixed time frame. This 
was indeed a very challenging task 
but has been accomplished by BECIL 
satisfactorily.

Setting up of Common 
Transmission Infrastructures (CTIs) 
meant combining the outputs of 
various transmitters through the 
combiners and feeding the combined 
output to the antenna system via 
the feeder cables and patch panel. 
The main elements of the CTI had, 
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therefore, to be:-
l Combiners
l Antenna System
l RF Feeder Cable and accessories
l Antenna Switch frame
l Rigid lines and accessories

Besides the RF components 
mentioned above, CTIs required 
creation of following infrastructure:
l Power supply system for the total 

setup including the requirements 
of individual licensee’s 
transmitters

l Building works to house CTI 
as also buildings for licensees 
individual transmitters.

l Air-Conditioning arrangement for 
CTI

l Earthing System for CTI
l Fire Fighting Equipment for CTI 
l Technical Furniture at CTI

The above mentioned elements 
of CTIs were exclusive of licensees’ 
individual transmitters and 
programme receive equipment 
and associated internal systems 
of Power Supply distribution and 
ventilation arrangements which 
licensee broadcasters had to get 
individually installed through any 
agency including BECIL.

Specified Technical Parameters for CTIs
Licensee broadcasters were required to adhere to the values of technical parameters viz. ERP & EHAAT which the 

Government had specified for various categories of cities. These stipulations are as follows:-

 Category Basis Effective Radiated Effective Heights of 
   Power (ERP) (kW) Antenna above average 
    terrain (EHAAT) (Mtr.)

   Min Max Min Max

 A+ Metro Cities  25 50  
  Delhi,   75 200
  Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai   75 175

 A Population above 20 Lakhs 10 30 75 150

 B Population above 10 Lakhs upto 20 Lakhs 5 15 50 100

 C Population above 3 Lakhs upto 10 Lakhs 3 10 30 75

 D Population above 1 Lakhs upto 23 Lakhs 1 3 20 40

NOTE: In cases where it may not be possible to remain within the prescribed limits of EHAAT due to topographical 
constraints or non-availability of a suitable PrasarBharati tower meeting the prescribed values of EHAAT, the 
permission Holder shall have to adjust the ERP of their transmitters so as to lay RF signal not exceeding that due to 
combination of maximum ERP and maximum EHAAT, as may be prescribed.

The ERP and EHAAT for each 
category of CTI had, therefore, to 
be kept within the specified limits. 
Since available PrasarBharati tower 
were to be used, their data had to 
be carefully examined especially in 
respect of type of available aperture, 
height of the aperture and cross 
section of the aperture for making 
right choice of antenna to be used 
in particular city i.e. its type and gain 
so that desired coverage is obtained 
from chosen combination of ERP & 
EHAAT.  

There were at least four types of 
apertures that were available for 
use on the existing towers. These 
were 2400 x 2400 mm, 1200 mm 
x 1200mm, 400 x 400mm and 
slant aperture. Besides the types of 

available apertures, consideration 
had to be given to the varying 
numbers of licensees which were 
expected to join the CTI even within 
the same category of cities. Various 
types of designs had, therefore, to 
be developed for each category of 
city, namely A+, A, B, C & D and a 
large number of alternatives had to 
be developed and bill of material for 
each alternative prepared. This was 
an enormous task which was handled 
very efficiently by BECIL with the rich 
experience, relevant expertise and 
dedicated manpower. Preparation of 
BOQs, issue of RFPs and receipt of 
proposals from vendors for 87 cities 
with numerous alternatives within a 
period of 2-3 months was by itself a 
great achievement.  

The project of such a magnitude 
required careful identification of 
various activities both at pre-project 
stage and project execution stage. 
Suitable groups were accordingly 
formed and the tasks to each of 
them were distinctly assigned.  Major 
groups that were created as follows: 

(i) Infrastructure Group
(ii) System Design & Specification 

Group
(iii) Equipment and Vender 

Selection Group 
(iv) SACFA Group
(v) Building Works Group 
(vi) Power Supply & Ventilation 

Group 
(vii) Material Management Group 
(viii) Human Resource group
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The designer of any Common FM 
Transmission Infrastructure has to 

make a careful choice of two major 
elements viz., Combiner setup and 
Antenna. While combiner is the 
heart of the Common Transmission 
Infrastructure, antenna is the end 
result provider requiring to possess 
the broadband capability of handling 
the combined output of all the 
channels without discrimination 
to any one of them. The design 
parameters of the combining system 
go on becoming more and more 
stringent as the channel spacing 
goes down and with the channel 
spacing reaching 400 KHz, the 
design not only becomes much 
complicated but also results in 
very high costs. A channel spacing 
of 800 KHz has, therefore been 
considered optimum from the point 
of view of combining system. In the 
situations where channel spacing 
of 400 KHz may be required to be 
adopted due to the need of large 
number of channels for the same 
city, the combining system could be 
broken into 2 sets, each set feeding 
a separate antenna mounted on 
the same tower on the two different 
apertures of the same tower. The 
grouping of the transmitters to go 
with the 2 respective combiners may 
be done as illustrated below so as 
to keep the channel spacing within 
each combiner setup to a minimum 
of 800 KHz.

Transmitters to be combined in 
combiner 1, F, F+800 KHz, F+1600, 
F+2400, F+3200 KHz and F+4000 
KHz

Transmitters to be combined in 
combiner 2, F+400, F+1200 KHz, 
F+2000, F+2800 KHz, and F+3600 
KHz.

Where F is the frequency in MHz.
The new towers that have been 

constructed by BECIL have, therefore 
been designed for two antenna 
apertures keeping the future use of 
400 KHz spacing in view. However 
for the present, only a channel 
spacing of 800 KHz has been used 
and thus the necessity of using the 
second set of aperture and second 
set of combiners has not arisen.

The combined output of combiner 
have been fed to 2 section antenna 
via half antenna switching panel 
so as to feed the upper half and 
the lower half of the antenna 
separately. This arrangement will 
take care of the redundancy aspect 

(ix) Project Execution Group 
(x) Coordination Group 

The First Step in the chain of 
activities was to develop various 
types of designs for each category 
of cities which, as mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, had to be 
carried out keeping in view the type 
of available tower aperture and 
number of players likely to be joins 
the CTI. The next step was to prepare 
BOQ and Requests for Proposals 
(RFPs) for each alternative both 
for imported and indigenous items.  
Amongst the various items required 
for the projects there were large 
number of imported items like 
antenna,  combiners, patch panel, 
RF cables and rigid lines, which 
had to be procured from various 
manufacturers/vendors of different 
countries like USA, Germany, 
Australia, Sweden etc. Besides the 
task of ensuring their timely supply 
at a competitive price,  BECIL  was 
committed to see that procurement 
was done in a transparent manner.  
With this objective in view, 
consultations were arranged with 
broadcasters & joint negotiations 
were held with the suppliers.  
Orders were placed only after an 
agreement was reached between 
the concerned broadcasters. The job 
of procurement was in no way over 
with the placement of orders, as it 
further required obtaining of import 
licenses, pick up of shipment from 
the suppliers, booking of shipping 
lines through freight forwarders, 
Custom clearances, dispatching 
of containers and transporting 
the consignments to their final 
destinations. 

In addition to the requirements 
on the technical side, arranging for 
adequate manpower at so many 
places concurrently would have 
normally posed a major problem.  
This was, however, successfully 
overcome because of the earlier 
association of BECIL’s executives 
with DD & AIR which proved useful 
in identifying the available but 
unutilized expertise in various 
regions.  Contacts were established 
with these experts and they were 
taken in BECIL’s fold. Regional, sub 
– regional and site offices could thus 
be established in short time.

General Design Considerations

The efforts of All 
India Radio alone 
were however, not 

considered enough 
for making the 
presence of FM 

felt throughout the 
country. In order, 

therefore, to hasten 
its development, 
the Government 
of India decided 
in 1999 to invite 

private participation 
to supplement 

and complement 
the efforts of All 
India Radio and 

launched the first 
phase of Private 
FM broadcasting 

which was followed 
by its second phase 
in 2005. While only 

21 channels got 
operationalized
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is case of failure of any one of the 
antenna portions. Another aspect of 
redundancy has been built in by the 
selection of power ratings of feeder 
cables in such a manner that each 
one of the two feeders is capable of 
taking the full power of CTI as and 
when required.

Choice of Antenna

In the scenario where existing 
towers were to be used, choice of 
antenna depended upon availability 
of slot on tower at a particular city 
and number of broadcasters joining 
CTI. Preference was, however, given 
to the use of panel antennas at as 
many places as possible in view of 
their better azimuthal patterns. In 
such cases, however, where either 
the slots for panel antennas were not 
available or where their high costs 
came in way of their use especially 
at smaller stations, recourse was 
taken to the use of broadband side 
mounted antennas which have now 
become available in the market. As 
in the case of panel antennas, side 
mounted antennas have also been 

fed in two halves so that either half 
is able to take the full power of the 
station in the case of emergency.

Choice of Combiners

Broadly the two types of Combiners 
viz. the star point combiners and 
directional filter combiners also 
known as constant impedance 
combiners were considered for the 
CTIs. Even through directional filter 
combiners are costlier than the other 
type, they were preferred, as far as 
possible, because of their numerous 
advantages in terms of ease of setting 
up of multiple combiners through 
cascading several modules; high 
isolation between the narrow brand 
inputs of a cascade; broadband 
matching at all inputs, and scope of 
adding more channels at a later date.

Typical Combining System

Generally the vide brand 
port of the first combiner in the 
chain has been used to feed the 
combined output of the existing AIR 
transmitters, wherever required. 

The output of the other transmitters 
required to be combined have been 
fed to the narrow band inputs of 
the respective combiners. The 
placement of respective combiners 
in the chain has been decided taking 
into consideration the overall effect 
of the various constituents so as 
to equalize the ERPs of various 
combined channels as far as 
possible.

Conclusion

Successful implementation of the 
concept of co-location and use of 
available PrasarBharti towers by way 
of creation of CTIs has resulted in 
bringing up all the 242 FM channels 
of Phase-II in a short span of time. 
The concept of CTI has also not only 
reduced the capital cost of individual 
licensee broadcasters but has also 
saved them of the trouble of taking 
care of operation and maintenance 
of their installation individually. It is 
hoped that this success story will 
go a long way in making the further 
phases of FM expansion a success in 
the country. 
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In a surprise visit to Town Hall 
Power House, Power Corporation 
(Paschimanchal), Managing 

Director , Abhishek Prakash 
instructed his officials to recover 
Rs 27 crore which are outstanding 
under the OTS scheme.

With this amazing step that he 
has congured, Abhishek has set 
an example for others working in 
the same industry. Within an year 
he has been able to improvise the 
power sector to a great extent and 
set a record for recovering the 
government’s outstandings. He has 
been able to recover 11773 crores 
so far, which is 18.5% more than the 

‘When Team and Skill work together, expect a trendsetter’

previous year and the process is still 
going on.

To monitor the OTS scheme 
outstandings, Abhishek deployed 41 
nodal officers and stated that the 

government is very serious about 
this revenue generation. Along with 
this, he also decided to take actions 
against officers for whom he has 
been receiving regular complaints.

Within an year of his term as 
the Managing Director , Power 
Corporation, Paschimanchal, Mr. 
Abhishek Prakash has opened  
624 11kv centres to improvise 
the Power connections in the 14 
districts of West Uttar Pradesh.  
Within 3 months period, 2.5 lakhs 
new connections were given and in 
november 2016, consumer’s turn up 
has been measured as 71.74%, which 
is a record been set in this discom. 

Few major highlights of 
the Power Corporation, 
Paschimanchal discom 
during the year 2015-
2016 are:

1. Discom has been able to 
recover Rs. 11773 crores 
during the year 2015-2016, 
which is 18.44% more than the 
previous year.

2. Till November 2016, Rs. 
8169 crores have been 
recovered which is Rs. 1283 
crores and 18.62% more than 
the previous year.

3. In January 2016, discom has 
recovered Rs. 617.34 crores 
under the Ekmukt Scheme, 
which has set a new record.

4. Within 3 months time 
period of Consumer Service 
Mission, around 2.5 lakh new 
connections were given.

5. In November 2016, 
consumer’s turn up has been 
measured as 71.74%, which 
is a record been set in this 
discom.

– Abhishek Prakash

Personality of the Month
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Scheme to impart skill development 
in textiles

Union Minister Smriti Irani has reviewed 
implementation of the Integrated Skill Development 
Scheme (ISDS) and suggested some measures to 
strengthen its monitoring mechanism and increase 
its outreach for imparting training to individuals in the 
textile sector.

The Textile Minister also reviewed the web-based 
Management Information System (MIS) devised 
to monitor skill training programmes in the sector.
To strengthen the monitoring mechanism, she 
emphasised on physical verification module with a 
feature to upload videos of visits in stipulated time. As 
of now, 21,577 trainees are being trained under ISDS 
in the textile sector through 556 centres across India.
In order to ensure benefits reach maximum number of 
people, Irani emphasised on displaying scheme details 
in the public domain.

The Citi Foundation has announced an investment 
of Rs 130 million in six youth focused programs that 
aim to increase the employability and entrepreneurship 
opportunities of 13,000 low income youth, aged 
between 16-25 years, across India. These grants have 
been provided through the 2016 India Innovation Grant 
Program (IIGP), the Citi Foundation’s global initiative 
to prepare young disadvantaged youth build an 
entrepreneurial mindset, acquire leadership, financial 

and workplace skills, and begin to engage in the formal 
economy through a first job.

The 2016 IIGP, now in its third year, is focused on skilling 
youth and connecting them with economic opportunities 
that will, in turn propel economic progress and inclusion 
in India. In its previous two editions, the 2015 and 2014, 
IIGPs invested Rs 244 million, in fifteen innovative and 
sustainable financial education and capability programs 
to benefit more than 880,000 individuals in the country.

Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal has 
recently declared that the Centre has approved setting 
up of 1,000 skill development centres in Punjab and 
nearly 5 lakh youth will be imparted training every year 
from these Centres. 

After laying the foundation stone of an ITI at Sofi 
village, he said Punjab would be a “major gainer” under 
‘Skill India’ programme initiated by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi.

Sukhbir also announced that all banks would provide 
loans at low interest rate upto Rs 10 lakh to the trainees 
and entrepreneurs to start their units. 

Technical Education Minister Madan Mohan Mittal 
said the ITI construction would be completed within a 
year at a cost of Rs 13.85 crore and classes would start 
from next academic session.

News & Events

Citi Foundation to invest Rs 130 Million for “Innovative 
Youth Skilling Program”

Centre to set up 1000 skill 
development centres in Punjab
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 The Skill Council for Green 
Jobs (SCGJ) and the Gujarat 
Energy Research & Management 
Institute (GERMI) entered 
into an agreement through a 
memorandum of understanding to 
foster Solar training across India.

In line with the National 
Policy for Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship 2015, SCGJ 
and GERMI will work together 
towards providing a better 
informed and skilled manpower 
for the renewable energy sector in 
general and solar energy through a 
systematic approach by launching 
various studies to understand 
requirement of the sector and 
strengthen skilling process as 
per National Skill Qualification 
Framework, a statement from 
GERMI stated.

SCGJ has recognized GERMI 
as a Centre of Excellence to foster 
development of skilled manpower 
in the renewable energy sector 
with special emphasis on solar 
energy. The MoU was signed by Dr 
Praveen Saxena, Chief Executive 
Officer, SCGJ and Prof. (Dr.) T. 
Harinarayana, Director General, 
GERMI.

The collaboration of SCGJ and 
GERMI will focus on understanding 
and capturing the skill needs for 
both service users and service 
providers within the sector and will 
work on a roadmap for a nation-
wide, public and private sector-led 
collaborative skills initiative.

Skill Council for Green 
Jobs signed MoU with 
GERMI for Solar training 

National Institute for Skilling in Rubber Sector

Government has shown its 
keenness to open a national institute 
to cater to the training needs for 
skilling in rubber and tyre sector.

In a conclave with top management 
of rubber and tyre industries 
organized by Automotive Tyre 
manufacturers Association (ATMA), 
Minister for Skill Development and 
Entrepreneurship, Rajiv Pratap Rudy 
said, 

“Rubber is an important sector of 
the economy. However India doesn’t 
have a principal institution in the 
country that caters to the training 
needs of the sector.”

Rudy also invited the industry to 
partner with the Government for an 
institution such as CIPET or FDDI.
Highlighting the diverse needs of 
skill training in tyre industry, Rudy 
said, around 15 crore tyres are being 
manufactured every year entailing 
the need for huge manpower to be 
trained.There are more than 10,000 
dealers of tyres. Tyre alignment and 
maintenance is a must for safety. 
The training needs of the sector are 
also crucial for safety on the roads.

It includes about one million 
natural rubber growers and about 
two million people working in rubber 
and tyre industries. There are about 
6000 rubber and tyre manufacturing 
units in the country (small, medium 
and large scale) and manufacture 
35,000 different rubber products 
besides tyre.

“Such a vast network of resources 
(both man and material) couldn’t 
have been sustained without a 
robust skilling system of the existing 
workforce and the new recruits. 
However industry perpetually finds 
it difficult to find employable skilled 
people”, added Raghupati Singhania, 
former chairman of ATMA.

Vinod Simon, chairman Rubber 
Skill Development Council (RSDC), 
the sector skill council for rubber 
in India said, “RSDC is trying to 
develop a strong eco-system for the 
sector such as developing National 
Occupational Standards (NOS), 
affiliating the training providers, 
revising curriculum and certification 
of trainees as well as trainers.”

Petroleum, Skill Development ministries  
signed MoU

The Ministry of Petroleum & 
Natural Gas (MoPNG) and the 
Ministry of Skill Development & 
Entrepreneurship (MSDE) signed an 
MoU to scale up skill development 
in hydrocarbon sector. The MoU 
was signed by Petroleum Secretary,  
K.D. Tripathi and MSDE Secretary, 
Rohit Nandan in the presence of 
Minister of State (Independent 
Charge) for Ministry of Petroleum & 
Natural Gas, Dharmendra Pradhan 
and Minister of State (Independent 

Charge) for Ministry 
of Skill Development 
& Entrepreneurship, 
Rajiv Pratap Rudy.

The partnership 
with MSDE through 
this MoU signing 
will help MoPNG 
to develop a 
ready workforce 
for Exploration 
and Production, 

Pipeline & Transportation, Refinery 
& Marketing and service providers 
going forward.

Rajiv Pratap Rudy, welcoming the 
contribution from the hydrocarbon 
sector, said,

“The hydrocarbon sector 
has tremendous potential for 
employment generation, and 
hence it is vital to develop a skilled 
workforce to meet both current and 
future needs.”

The petroleum ministry has set 
up the Hydrocarbon Sector Skill 
Council (HSSC) with representatives 
from the government, public and 
private sector to address the 
skill development needs of this 
sector. Both ministries will develop 
globally-benchmarked workforce 
for this sector and will create better 
economic opportunities for the 
youth through skill development 
programmes.
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With an aim to stimulate skill 
development of human resources in 
pharmacy, the Union Health Ministry 
has called upon all the stakeholders 
including pharmacists’ associations, 
AIOCD, Pharmacy Council of India 
(PCI) and Healthcare Sector Skill 
Council to jointly work on a module 
to develop skills of unqualified 
people having more than 5 years 
of experience in dispensing drugs 
under a pharmacist.

K.L. Sharma, Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of health said that people 
who have qualifications like B.sc. 
in chemistry, biology etc and they 
have worked for more than 5 years 
in medical shops, can be trained 
through the module developed by 
Healthcare Sector Skill Council.

He said the health ministry 

AIOCD to develop skills of untrained drug dispensers

has directed the AIOCD to have 
a discussion between druggists 
and pharmacists associations, 
PCI and Healthcare Sector Skill 
Council to develop a module making 
such people qualified to handle 
medicines. The prior learning of 
those engaged in drug distribution 
needs to be recognized. Their skills 
have to be identified and gaps have 
to be found. Thereafter there will be 
modules developed by healthcare 
sector skill council to train them in 
handling medicines. On completion 
of the course, they will acquire the 
qualification laid down by the PCI to 
distribute medicines. The certificates 
which will be at par with the diploma 
in pharmacy will be awarded to 
participants.

However, he clarified that the 

health ministry has no plan to 
launch any course for unqualified 
people involved in dispensing 
medicines. It is upto druggists, 
chemists, pharmacists’ associations 
to jointly work on skill development 
mechanism. Healthcare sector skill 
council, a part of the government 
of India’s skill development mission 
has developed several courses for 
healthcare professionals. One of the 
courses they are developing is for 
pharmacists. It will help utilization of 
locally available talent after skilling 
them properly. This is part of skill 
India mission. After going through 
the module, those working in medical 
shops without pharmacy diploma 
will not be remained unqualified. 
They will become qualified like any 
other diploma holder of pharmacy.

To scale up the skill development 
initiatives in the Hydrocarbon 
and allied sectors, the Skill India 
Mission gained momentum with a 
strategic partnership and signing of 
a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MoU) between the Ministry of Skill 
Development & Entrepreneurship 
(MSDE) and Ministry of Petroleum & 
Natural Gas (MoPNG), 

MoPNG is the nodal Ministry 
responsible for coordination 
and planning of the growth and 
development of Petroleum and 
Natural Gas Industry in the country, 
and responsible for formulation of 
policies with respect to all activities 
related to Petroleum and Natural Gas 
and its allied sectors.

MSDE is the nodal Ministry for 
providing the appropriate skill 
development framework for supply 
of skilled manpower through 
vocational and technical training, 
skill up-gradation, building of new 
skills, mapping of existing skills and 
their certification. It also acts as 
the facilitator for skill development 
programmes across the country.

MoPNG has now formally joined 
hands with MSDE to:
– develop comprehensive skill 

development plans for existing and 

Strategic partnership between MSDE & MoPNG

potential workforce in alignment 
with National Skills Qualification 
Framework (NSQF)

– certify existing workforce in 
the hydrocarbon sector for 
Recognition of Prior Learning 
under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal 
Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)

– promote and scale-up 
apprenticeship training under 
National Apprenticeship 
Promotion Scheme

– facilitate the setting-up of Skill 
Development Institutes/Centres 
of Excellence for vocational 
training to meet sectoral needs
MoPNG has setup the 

Hydrocarbons Sector Skill Council 
(HSSC) with representatives from the 
Government, PSUs and private sector 
to address the skill development 
needs across the value chain of the 
sector. The MoU signing ceremony 
took place in the presence of Shri 
Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister of 
State (Independent Charge), Ministry 
of Petroleum & Natural Gas and 
Shri Rajiv Pratap Rudy, Minister of 
State (Independent Charge) for Skill 
Development & Entrepreneurship. 
The MoU was signed by Shri Rohit 
Nandan, Secretary, MSDE and Shri K. 
D. Tripathi, Secretary, MoPNG.

Welcoming this contribution from 
the hydrocarbon sector, Shri Rajiv 
Pratap Rudy, said, 

“The hydrocarbon sector 
has tremendous potential for 
employment generation, and 
hence it is vital to develop a skilled 
workforce to meet both today’s and 
tomorrow’s needs. The setting up of 
the Hydrocarbons SSC is the first 
step in that direction. With today’s 
partnership, both Ministries commit 
to develop globally benchmarked 
workforce for the sector so that 
lakhs of youth can aspire for better 
economic opportunities through skill 
development programs.”

Under the MoU, MoPNG will 
continue to support the growth of 
the Hydrocarbon Sector Skill Council 
and align with the NSQF for skill 
development programs. Additionally, 
MoPNG will encourage Oil & Gas 
Companies and related contractors 
to hire skilled personnel, incentivize 
skill training & certification, promote 
apprenticeship programs, undertake 
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) 
programs in the sector and setup 
institutes focused on various sub-
sectors and allied trades. MoPNG 
will catalyze these initiatives in the 
Hydrocarbon sector, through its 
various agencies and PSUs, and 
develop a plan in close alignment 
with the Skill India mission.
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